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How does the title Commuters reflect the novel? What are the different meanings of this title for each
of its main characters'Winnie, Rachel, and Avery?

When Winnie is cut off by the local reporter during her interview, she is unable to truly describe what
marrying Jerry is like for her. What do you imagine she might have said, if allowed to finish?

Rachel and Winnie's mother-daughter relationship is built on the practicalities of living in the same small
town; they see each other often, and talk on the phone regularly. How well would you say they know
each other? How does their relationship change over the course of the novel?

What role does food play in Commuters? How do different characters approach meals at home,
cooking, and eating in restaurants'and how does that tell you more about them as people?

One of the novel's main themes is money. What does having or not having money mean to Winnie, Rachel, and Avery? What about Jerry,
Bob, Annette or Nona? What decisions or mistakes are made because of money? Within the novel, is money a blessing or a burden?

At first, Avery is furious about having to go visit his grandfather as a condition for living in New York. What changes his feelings? How are
Avery and Jerry alike or different'and what does each man gain from having known the other?

What kind of marriage do Rachel and Bob have? What do you imagine their life was like before Bob's accident, and what do you envision
for them after the book ends?

A central place in the book is 50 Greenham Avenue. Discuss what this property means to the different characters. Should Winnie and
Jerry have bought this house?

For Winnie, the pool is "a willful touchstone." What does this mean? Why is she so determined to install a pool in front of her new home?
As her neighbor, what would you think of her decision to cut down the historic sycamore tree?

Commuters is told from alternating perspectives of three characters, over the course of one year. How did the novel's structure affect
your experience of reading it? Were you more attuned to one character's story over the others? Why or why not?

What do you think about Winnie's decision to allow Jerry to go home to Annette? How do the other characters view this?

Since Avery's email to Winnie from Rome mentions nothing about Nona, she wonders what happened after their reunion. What do you
think the future holds for Avery and Nona?

In the last scene, Winnie joins her family at the pool in front of her house. What are her emotions? How have her gains and losses over
the past year affected her? What will be the consequences of her marriage to Jerry'and her love for him?
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